WWB TOKEN SWAP MANUAL
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1. Getting Started

l There are 2 ways to get started!
① Create a new account Or
② Restore HD wallet account (e.g. Wowoo Wallet App).
• If you are getting started as a new user, please continue with 1a. (Skip 1b)
• If you are restoring your other wallet account, please proceed to 1b.
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1a. Creating a New Account

1
First time or new user
need to register. Click
“New User” and insert
username and email.

2
Read carefully about
the instructions on
backing up of your
passphrase.

3
Back up your 12-word
passphrase shown on the
screen.
*Screenshots can not be taken
for security reason.
*Please keep the passphrases
in a safe environment. Wowoo
does not keep user data.

4
Enter the corresponding
passphrases shown on
the screen.

5
Enter your Private Key of
the NEO address that stores
WWB (NEP5).
*This step must be
completed at this time to
participate in the Token
swap from the same
account.

6
Set your PIN code for
the app and confirm.
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1b. Restore an Account

Notice
Please note that although Wowoo Portal app is capable
of restoring other HD wallet accounts, the only asset
balance that will be displayed in the app are: BTC, ETH,
WWB (NEP-5)*, LFX and WWX.
Other assets than above that you kept in your HD wallet
accounts may be seen or managed on other HD wallet
apps. (So do not panic! Just because your assets
are not shown inside Wowoo Portal, it doesn’t mean
they are gone!)
*WWB (NEP-5) will not be shown in the main wallet
balance, but will be recognized in the Token Swap menu
(for detail, go to page 7), and your WWB (ERC20) will
be shown as your balance after the swap.

1
To restore your account, click
“Passphrase”.

2
Please type in your 12 passphrases
and passcode to log in to your account.
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2. Menu of Wowoo Portal
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2. Menu of Wowoo Portal

1

Home

Displays the balance and
asset details.

2

Exchange

Trade your assets across
the globe.

3

Wallet

Send and Receive your
assets.

4

Transaction

Review all asset activities
happened inside Wowoo
Portal.

5

Account

Settings page to support
the use of Wowoo Portal.
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3. Token Swap

lThere are 2 ways to participate in the Token Swap activity.
① Sync your Private Key (of the address that stores WWB-NEP5) Or
② Restore HD wallet account (e.g. Wowoo Wallet App, that has a balance of
WWB-NEP5).

• If you are using your Private Key of NEO address, continue with 3a. (Skip 3b)
• If you are restoring an HD wallet account, please proceed to 3b.
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3a. Using your Private Key

1
Register your Private Key as
instructed in Step 1a-5 (pg. 3).
*This process can not be
completed after the registration.

2

3

4

Go to your account menu and
tap “Convert Asset”.

Your WWB (NEP5) balance
associated to the submitted Private
Key will be shown on the top of the
screen.
Enter all of the amount of tokens to
swap and tap “SUBMIT”.

Confirm your Token Swap
order and tap “AGREE”.

5
Please wait until your Token
Swap be processed shortly.
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3b. Restore HD wallet account

1
Go to your account menu
and tap “Convert Asset”.

2
Your WWB (NEP5) balance
associated to the HD wallet account
will be shown on the top of the screen.
Enter all of the amount of tokens to
swap and tap “SUBMIT”.

3
Confirm your Token Swap order
and tap “AGREE”.

4
Please wait until your Token
Swap will be processed
shortly.
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4. Lockup Campaign

Wowoo Portal offer a lockup and lottery campaign for users that
completed Token Swap of their WWB tokens.

DISCLAIMER
This campaign is not a soliciation for investment in any terms.
Anyone that would like to participate in the campaign should
carefully weigh the risks, costs and benefits of joining the program at
their own responsibility. You are advised to read the details carefully
in full, and perform due diligence before joining the campaign.
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4. Lockup Campaign

1
If you like to join the campaign, tick “Yes, I agree and want to
participate the campaign”, then tap “YES”.
*This campaign is an one-time-only offer. Users will not be able to join
the program after this step.
*User that locks more than 100000 WWB are eligible to join the lottery
campaign.
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4. Lockup Campaign

2
User can choose amount and duration of lockup.
3 Months - 1.00% interest rate.
6 Months - 3.00% interest rate. (+ Extra partner tokens)
9 Months - 7.50% interest rate. (+ Extra partner tokens)
*The interest gained based on lockup period. Interest will be
rewarded after lockup campaign ended.
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4. Lockup Campaign

3
Confirm the lock up details
and tap “AGREE”.
*After this stage, you will not
be able to cancel the lock up.

4
Enter your PIN code to
confirm.

5
Tap “PROCEED” while your
lock up order is being
processed.

6
User will receive a
notification after the Lockup
is effective.

7
After joining lockup campaign,
the details will be shown at
home page.
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4. Lockup Campaign

8
“ Unlock Campaign” will appear
when lockup campaign is ended
for user to claim their tokens.

9
After locked term ends, click
“CLAIM NOW.” It will process the
unlock campaign.

10
After the process ends, there
will be a popup with total
amount you received with
details shown.

11
If your lock up campaign details qualifies
to participate in the Lottery campaign,
you may be lucky to win the prize!
If you are selected, you will be rewarded
with a lottery gift one month after the
14
campaign began.

